VOX® 120
Design: Nienkämper

Vox® 120 is an open module that can be used as a single 3 person desk station. Multiple modules can be joined together to fit any open space. Customers can customize the style to fit their specific needs by selecting different work surface finishes, base style, dividers and power hubs.

**EDGE DETAILS**
- Taper Edge (TE)
- Self Edge (SE)
- Facet Edge (FE)

**BASE OPTIONS**
- U-shape base in polished chrome, brushed nickel or powder coat finish
- Panel base 1” thick veneer or laminate
- U-shape base with inlay panel, can be veneer or laminate
- Legs in polished chrome, brushed nickel or powder coat finish

**WIRE MANAGEMENT**
Each work surface has a crescent shape cut out for running wires. A metal wire management tray under work surface collects data and power cables.
*Work surface shown clear glass to display wiring.

**POWER HUB**
The power hub available in a veneer or paint finish. The hexagon shape with soft corners allows for a power unit location at the center of each workstation. It also supports the center of each workstation.

Power hub can extend above work surface creating above work surface power.

Power data unit can be hard wired or soft wired and offers a variety of power and data options.

*Work surface shown clear glass to display wiring.
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...space saving desking for today’s modern office requirements
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